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Sky Harbor Airport in Phoenix, Arizona is the closest major airport  
Most of our rafters fly into Phoenix and then fly, take a shuttle, or drive a rental car  to Flagstaff. Sky Harbor is a three-hour drive or a half-
hour flight away from Flagstaff.   

PRE-TRIP—TRAVEL PLANNING 

Getting to the Doubletree from Flagstaff’s Airport or Amtrak Station 
Taxis are available at the Flagstaff airport and at the Amtrak Station. The airport is about 5 miles 
from the DoubleTree and a taxi will cost approximately $15; Amtrak is even closer to the Double-
Tree. The DoubleTree offers a complimentary shuttle from the airport or the Amtrak Station, but a relatively long wait for pick up has been 
a common experience.  To reduce your wait time, initiate the call to the DoubleTree (928-773-8888) as soon as your plane lands or shut-
tle arrives.   

Phoenix to Flagstaff by Rental Car  
The full range of rental agencies are available in both Phoenix and Flagstaff; rates and conditions vary year to year. Locations are either 
downtown (closer to the DoubleTree: 5 minutes/1.5 miles) or at the airport (10 minutes/5 miles). Investigate and plan for potential difficul-
ties with pick up after your trip including if the agency is open for vehicle pick up after 5pm, on Sundays, etc and allow adequate time for 
the pick-up and drop-off of your rental car both before and after your trip.  

Phoenix to Flagstaff by Car  
Flagstaff is located at the intersection of I-40 (major east-west route) and at the northern terminus of I-17. 

Phoenix to Flagstaff by Shuttle Van with Groome Transportation 
Groome Transportation provides van shuttle service between Phoenix and Flagstaff. With 13 departures each day, the shuttle is a conven-
ient and reliable transportation option.  Online reservations: www.groometransportation.com Phone reservations: (928) 350 8466
($49 one way).  Groome Transportation offers pick-up service at each terminal in Sky Harbor Airport and drop-off at the Amtrak train sta-
tion in downtown Flagstaff, a five-minute cab ride (approximately $7) from our meeting location, the DoubleTree by Hilton Flagstaff.  For 
$5 extra, Groome Transportation will deliver you directly to the DoubleTree (must be arranged in advance by telephone). 

Phoenix to Flagstaff by Plane  
Direct flights are available into Flagstaff Pulliam Airport (FLG)from Phoenix (PHX), Den-
ver (DEN), and Dallas (DFW).   

River Gear/Clothing Available for Purchase at the DoubleTree 
Canyon Explorations offers river gear exclusively for our trip participants at wholesale-like prices during the pre-trip orienta-
tions.  Inventory includes: paddle jackets and pants, rain gear, fleece zip tops, Chums, bandanas, cap keepers, headlamps, biodegrad-
able toiletries, and bpa-free Nalgene water bottles. Post-trip return inventory includes hats, T-shirts, books, and more! For your conven-
ience, gear is fitted in person at orientation, and we take payments on the spot; Visa, Mastercard, Discover, American Express, checks, 
and cash are accepted.  

THE DOUBLETREE BY HILTON IN FLAGSTAFF, AZ  

Pre-trip Orientation at the DoubleTree 

All rafters MUST attend the 5:30 p.m. pre-trip orientation at the DoubleTree in Flagstaff—the evening prior to your trip 
date. At this meeting, we will talk about important on and off-river logistics, packing and storage of personal gear, and distribute your wa-

terproof river bags. At this time you will also need to guarantee your room for the night of your return by giving your credit card information 
to the front desk.  After the meeting, you will pack your belongings into your waterproof river bags; please see page 6 for the details 
on what goes where.  In the morning, we’ll pick you up in our Canyon Explorations/Expeditions bus at the hotel  for the two and a half 
hour drive to Lees Ferry, River Mile 0.   

You will begin and end your trip in Flagstaff, AZ at the DoubleTree  
The DoubleTree is located at 1175 W. Route 66. Round trip transportation between the Double-
Tree and the river is included in your trip fare. The Canyon Explorations/Expeditions bus will pick 
you up at the hotel the morning your trip begins for the two and a half hour drive to Lees Ferry.  
After the trip, we will return you to the DoubleTree.  

TRAVEL TIP: Plan to carry a small bag of 
essentials, including your hiking boots,  

onto the plane as there will not be time to 
locate lost luggage before your trip! 
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You can leave your car and luggage with clean clothes and any extra gear/toiletries at the 
hotel while you are on river. The storage space provided by the hotel for your luggage is 
limited; larger items like bicycles and golf clubs cannot be accommodated (you’ll need to 
leave such items in your car if you must bring them).   
 

Please leave valuables at home.  We cannot provide a 100% guarantee of security and 
therefore recommend that you leave important items like your diamond engagement ring, 
watch, and the majority of your regular wallet items at home. We advise you to take a 
pared down “wallet” (a credit card and some cash in a Ziploc) with you on-river.  

STORAGE AT THE DOUBLETREE   

Please note that the hotel does not 
provide space for campers or trailers. 
Storage for such large vehicles may be 
rented at nearby storage companies at 
your expense. Contact All Guard Stor-
age at 928-526-0578 or Route 66 Stor-
age at 928-779-5460 for information and 
reservations. 

PRE-TRIP SHOPPING— POPULAR OUTDOOR GEAR VENDORS 

Backcountry.com 
 800-409-4502     www.backcountry.com 
 

Campmor 
 888-226-7667     www.campmor.com    

REI   
 800-426-4840      www.rei.com   
 

Eastern Mountain Sports    
 888-463-6367      www.ems.com  

Sierra Trading Post:   
 800-713-4534       www.sierratradingpost.com  
 

Northwest River Supply 
 877-677-4327       www.nrsweb.com  

PRE-TRIP CONDITIONING/ACCLIMATING 

Get in shape for daily hiking in the Canyon’s rugged backcountry: Hike your local 
trails that have elevation gain.  Climb stairs to build strength for steep hikes. Use exer-
cise machines like stair master, elliptical, or treadmill set  on incline. Purchase your hik-
ing shoes and day pack early to allow time to break them in. Incorporate them into your 
conditioning program. The more physically prepared you are, the more of the canyon 
you’ll be able to see, and the more fun you’ll have doing it!   
 

Start drinking more water than usual a few days before traveling to Flagstaff to offset 
the effects of dehydration caused by flying, and to get a head start on acclimating to the 
dry desert conditions that you’ll experience on-river.  Arrive early in Flagstaff to achieve 
the best means of acclimating to the dryness and altitude in advance of your river trip.  The more acclimated you are at the beginning of 
your trip, the better you’ll feel!  It takes about three days to acclimatize to the Canyon’s aridity and altitude; while still adjusting, you’re 
more likely to suffer from dehydration sickness. Elevation (Flagstaff is at 7,000 ft., Lees Ferry is at 3,200 ft) is also a factor causing en-
ergy drain for those coming from lower elevations.  Drink plenty of water to help your body adjust to the conditions in Flagstaff and on the 
river.  

PRE AND POST-TRIP LODGING AT THE DOUBLETREE IN FLAGSTAFF 

Rooms at the DoubleTree consist of two queen beds (a roll-away bed may be requested). We will reserve these hotel rooms using the 
information you provide in your completed Flagstaff Lodging Request Form. These forms are mailed out five months before your trip 
and are due back to us with your final payment.  Rooms are held under Canyon Explorations’ name until this time. Payment is not 
required for these rooms until check-in and is handled directly with the hotel at check-in. To receive the special room rate your reserva-
tion must be made by our office. Due to these logistics, our office is best suited to provide information to you about the status of your res-
ervations at the DoubleTree; please call our office - not the DoubleTree - if you have any questions about your pre-and post-trip lodging 
in Flagstaff.  
 

When making your travel arrangements, plan on spending the last night of your trip in Flagstaff and leaving the following day, 
as we CANNOT guarantee arrival time back in Flagstaff on the last day of your trip.  
 

If you would like to spend an additional night(s) in Flagstaff, pre- or post-trip, please contact us as early as possible as we cannot guaran-
tee space availability for any nights other than the night before your trip and the last night of your trip. Canyon Explorations has a block of 
rooms at the DoubleTree in Flagstaff for the night before your trip and day you get off the river—only. You should initiate reservations 
for any other nights you might want early (December or January) for best availability; the DoubleTree does sell out.  A copy of your 
Flagstaff Additional Nights Request Form is included with your initial booking email for your convenience in initiating non-block night 
(extra night) reservations in Flagstaff. The DoubleTree extends our guaranteed rates for one night ahead of the pre trip night and one 
night after the post-trip night.  

EXTRA NIGHTS IN FLAGSTAFF  



□  1  Paddle Jacket — Only a paddle jacket can keep you completely dry because gaskets at the neck and wrists keep water out.  
□  1  Rain Jacket   
□  1  Pair Paddle Pants—See DETAILS page 5. 
□     2 Sets Mid-weight Long Underwear (Top + Bottoms) 
□ 1 Micro Fleece Top  
□ 1 Expedition-weight Fleece Pants  
□     1  Fleece Jacket or Light-weight Down Jacket/Vest 
□  1  Fleece/Wool Hat  
□   1 Sun Shirt (Long-Sleeved Button-Down)  
□   4 Short Sleeve Shirts  
□   3 Pair Shorts/Swim Trunks - Synthetic, loose fitting, heavy-duty, quick-dry. Worn as the base layer of clothing, enabling you to add/change 

  clothes with ease throughout the day; longer “board short “styles provide sun protection for  tops of legs.  
□  1  Bathing Suit (women)  
□      1  Sarong (men and women) —The most versatile sun protection, used in boats/camp. 
□     2 Sports Bras (women)  
□  1  Pair Fingerless Gloves—Wool or Fleece (for camp) 
□  2  Pairs Socks—Wool or Fleece (for camp) 
□  2  Pairs Hiking Socks  
□     1  Pair Sunglasses + Chums or other Sunglasses Retainers  
□     1  Baseball Cap (plus Hat Retention Strap) or Visor   
 

□     2  One-Quart Water Bottles —See DETAILS page 5. 
□     1  Daypack — See DETAILS page 5.    
□      1  Pack or Camp Towel — See DETAILS page 5.     
□     1  Headlamp (highly recommended) or Flashlight + batteries 
 

□       1  Pair River Sandals or Lace-up Water Shoes. These will be worn in the boats and on wet/shorter hikes. Sandals must have heel straps and 
sticky rubber soles adequate for hiking.  We advise against older sandals or water shoes due to the rugged environment of the canyon.  
Older footwear tends to break down faster resulting in strap or sole failure, which will leave you without footwear. A good river sandal brand 
is Bedrock (www.bedrocksandals.com) if you prefer a water shoe Astral is our recommended brand (www.astraldesigns.com).   

□      1  Pair Lightweight Hiking Shoes/Boots - For a break [in camp] from your  sandals. Good support on longer hikes (e.g., 3-7 miles). May 
be below the ankle and should be made of fast drying synthetics (mesh, suede) — not leather.   

 

ESSENTIAL GEAR &CLOTHING  

TOILETRIES 
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□     Shampoo & Conditioner  
□     Soap  
□     Hair Brush 
□     Toothbrush & Toothpaste 
□     Body Moisturizer  
□     Lip Moisturizer & Lipblock 
□    Neutrogena Norwegian Formula Hand Cream 5 oz 
□     Hand/Foot Salve (essential) 
□     Prescription Eyeglasses (2nd pair) and/or Contact Lenses  
□     Feminine Products , etc. 
□     Shaving kit  
□     Sunblock 8-16 oz. depending on how sun sensitive you are. 
□     Prescription Medications - Bring 2 full courses of essential prescription medications and give one to 
 your trip leader to be stored separately as  a back up.  
 NOTE: Some medications are affected by heat and aridity; check with your physician. Just prior to 
 a trip in a wilderness setting, away from  medical care, is not a good time to switch to a generic 
 medication or make prescription dosage changes.  

Travel-sized containers  
help to limit weight and bulk in your bags.  

 

Pack liquid toiletries in a Ziploc to protect  
your clothing from potential leaks. 

Layering 
The ability to add or remove layers 

makes it possible to stay comfortable in 
varying weather and activities; hiking in 

the middle of the day will be warmer 
than boating in early morning shade.  

Minimize Disposables 

Minimize Your Trash   
 

Our river trips take out everything 
we bring on-river with us. There 

are no trash cans or other recep-
tacles on-river; all your personal 
garbage must come out with us. 

This can at times present  
quite a challenge.  

 

Please minimize your garbage 
by removing any packaging 

from all personal items  
prior to your arrival and  

leaving disposables at home.  



Two Water Bottles (1 quart each) are required on the boats. Your water bottle is your lifeline in the canyon; it must be heavy duty 
enough to withstand someone stepping on it (disposable or soft sided water bottles are NOT okay).  

 

Daypack You will need a daypack (not a fanny pack) for the side canyon hikes which is large enough to carry your water, camera, 
sunblock, snack, rain gear, and sun shirt (for sun/heat protection) and/or long underwear top.  Look for a 1100-1200 cubic inch day-
pack with a bladder sleeve. Our experience is that fanny packs do not provide adequate space for everything you may need. On the 
other hand, internal frame daypacks are overkill and unnecessarily difficult to pack into your day dry bag.  
  

A Hydration Bladder is optional, but highly recommended.  Carried in your daypack, it will make drinking while hiking easier.  On 
longer hikes, you’ll appreciate the ability to carry both bladder and water bottles for a total of one full gallon. Not for use on boats.    

 

Small Synthetic Pack Towel (like a chamois) is highly absorbent and compact. Made of quick-drying synthetic materials, they can be 
found in camping or sport stores. A regular cotton towel is likely to dry overnight during hot months, but during inclement weather con-
ditions it may not - leaving you packing a wet towel in with your clothes in the morning.  
 

Bandana Small but effective.  Wet and place on neck for evaporative cooling and sun protection.   
 

Cameras Small digital cameras are convenient; waterproof models are really nice and don’t cost much more. Larger, fragile cameras 
are stored in our shock-proof, waterproof ammunition can; a protective pouch is a good idea for cushioning and sand protection. Grand 
Canyon beaches are sandy and weather conditions can create blowing sand. It is unusual for cameras to incur any damage; however, 
as on any trip of this type, there is some risk of lost or damaged personal items.  
 

A Warm Hat (Fleece or Wool) is both lightweight and small but will make a big difference if you encounter cooler temperatures on 
your trip. Your body temperature can be greatly impacted by what you wear on your head. 

  

Microfleece Tops - a great layer to have available in addition to your long underwear.  
 

Paddle Pants Heavy-duty rain pants could be OK, but the gaskets on paddle pants can make a critical difference in April and October.  

GEAR & CLOTHING DETAILS 
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□     Camera & Waterproof Pouch — See DETAILS page 5.     
□     Hydration Bladder (70-100 oz.) — See DETAILS page 5.     
□     Binoculars  
□     Journal/Notebook  
□     Sun Gloves 
□     Pillowcase (stuff clothes into it and use as a pillow) 
□     Back-up Sun Glasses + Chums  
□     Quick Dry/Nylon Pants 

 □     Synthetic Underwear/Panties 
 □     Bandana  — See DETAILS page 5.     

□     Additional #s of shorts, shirts, socks, etc as dictated by personal preference  
□      Additional Warm Layers (2nd Fleece/Wool Hat; 2nd Micro-Fleece Top)  
  as dictated by personal preferences  
□     Skirt(s)/dress(es) - For evening camp wear; provide built-in  
  privacy for quick clothing changes; make it easier to urinate near camp   
  and show less skin during the process.   
□     Camp Shoes - Well-constructed flip flops or light-weight sneakers can be nice for relaxing in camp, but please do not bring flimsy-  

soled shoes  (Crocs, cheap flip flops) that can be easily pierced by sticks or thorns resulting in serious injuries, OR smooth-soled 
shoes (Crocs, cheap flip flops) that can result in slips and falls, OR  Keens (Keens consistently receive poor reviews for use in this 
environment as trapped sand causes chaffing on the top of the foot and tiny pebble removal is not as easily accomplished as with 
other footwear), OR “Toe shoes” (also not great in this environment as they fill with fine sand (resulting in skin irritation, facilitating 
possible infection) and do not allow feet to dry/breathe.  

OPTIONAL GEAR & CLOTHING ITEMS 

If you’re unsure about any item on our Clothing and Gear Lists, bring it with you to Flagstaff; base final decisions on up-to-the minute 
weather forecasts and information provided at orientation. Unneeded items may be left in your checked luggage at the hotel. 

Staying DRY and WARM   
Staying dry is critical to staying warm when boat-

ing in the spring and fall months. During these 
months, if the sky is cloudy, it will result in very 

cold conditions while you are rafting, and paddle 
gear and layering options will be required on the 
water. The morning and afternoon shade created 
by the canyon walls, and the season’s low angle 
of sun, combine with the ice cold river water to 
lower body temperatures when boating.  Long 
underwear and fleece can be worn under rain 
gear or paddle jacket to provide the insulation 

needed  for rafting in cloudy weather.   

***Bring clothing you won't mind getting dirty: camping conditions are sandy and the river water is often muddy,  
which can stain clothes, sometimes permanently. We suggest loose fitting, fast drying, durable materials.***   



ADDITIONAL ITEMS SUPPLIED BY CANYON EXPLORATIONS 

* Waterproof Colorado River Guide  
* A coffee mug 
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Camera & Binoculars are stored in our large ammunition can 
(17”x14”x8”) that are shockproof and waterproof; each oar boat offers one 
such can.  (We are unable to accommodate personal ammo cans due to 
space and safety considerations.) 
 

Water bottles have designated, easily accessible storage containers 
specific to each boat type.  
 

Hiking shoes are stored separately in communal boot bags.  

 

Fishing poles and hiking poles will be stored separately on the boats.  

WATERPROOF STORAGE: THREE DRY BAGS PROVIDED BY CANYON EXPLORATIONS 

Canyon Explorations provides each participant with three 
waterproof bags: one larger bag for your clothing, a second 
larger bag for your sleeping kit, and a smaller dry bag for 
clothing and gear you’ll want to access throughout the day 
(the Day Bag).   
 

Two Large Waterproof Bags  
You’ll receive two of the three bags during your pre-trip orien-
tation in Flagstaff: the larger bag designated for the bulk of 
your clothes and the second smaller Day Bag. The larger 
bags measure 13” diameter x 25” height.  Their approximate 
volume is 3,450 cubic inches, while the Day Bag is about half 
the size of the larger bags.   (For your convenience, the other 
larger bag containing your sleep kit is already at the river.) 

The Day Bag  
Think of the smaller dry bag as carry-on luggage for storing items you want to 
have access to during the day (day pack, hiking shoes, sunscreen, paddle 
jacket, long underwear, etc). You’ll take this dry bag onto whichever boat you 
want to ride in for the day along with your life jacket and your water bottles.   

OTHER ON-RIVER STORAGE PROVIDED BY CANYON EXPLORATIONS 

Please do not bring technology like E-readers, cell or satellite phones, laptops, or computers.  A paperback book is a great option!  
Canyon Explorations supplies the following items for use by participants during their trip: eating utensils and toilet paper.  

Canyon Explorations supplies the following complimentary items for each participant:  

PLEASE DO NOT BRING 
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Tents  
We issue one Alps Mountaineering tent for every two passengers for trip participants who are traveling together. If you are travel-
ing on your own, or prefer to sleep by yourself, we will issue you your own tent. If you elect to bring your own tent, it will be stored in 
a waterproof bag with the rest of the tents.  
 

Sleeping Kits  
Sleep kits consist of a sleeping bag, a personal sheet liner (100% Egyptian cotton for summer; fleece for April and October trips), a 
Thermarest Basecamp Large sleep pad (77”x25”x1-3/4”), and a tarp are pre-packed into a waterproof bag and onto our boats. Our 
liners and sleeping bags are freshly laundered prior to each trip. Sleeping bags are at least 82 inches long.   
 

Camp Chairs 
Camp chairs are provided for in-camp use; one folding chair with backrest per participant.  

CAMPING EQUIPMENT PROVIDED BY CANYON EXPLORATIONS 

A Unique Opportunity 
 

When we spend time in a wilderness setting,  
we separate ourselves from the distractions  
of phones, cars, traffic, and work stresses.   

 

We are able to focus on core life values  
including exercise, food, shelter, camaraderie, 

learning.  
 

Taking time away from technology allows us to 
be present in the moment, to hear the sounds 

of nature, to more fully experience  
the beauty of the natural world.  

 

Opportunity and time to think differently  
about ourselves and our life issues  

are created.  
 

In our efforts to preserve a technology-free 
environment on these wilderness trips,  

 

Canyon Explorations/Expeditions prohibits  
the use of devices such as satellite phones, cell 

phones, radios, iPods, and laptops  
on our trips. 

TECHNOLOGY-FREE EXPERIENCE – PLEASE DO NOT BRING YOUR DEVICES  
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HYBRID TRIPS: Five Oar Boats, One Paddle Boat, and Two Inflatable Kayaks   
Each evening, your Trip Leader will provide details of the next day’s whitewater to help with your daily boat choice.  

BOATS—HYBRID TRIPS 

Our Signature 14’ Unloaded Paddle Boat  
Paddled by four to six passengers and captained by a 

guide, plenty of practice melds six paddlers into an  
efficient team.  The paddle boat captain provides stroke 

instruction and training in the commands used to 
 navigate the paddle boat.   

Five Oar Powered Rafts   
Each is rowed by one of our highly qualified guides while 
you enjoy the scenery.  Ride on each of the oar boats at 
some point during your trip to get to know all your guides. 

Two Inflatable Kayaks  
Our thorough IK instruction includes a 
self-rescue test in flat water to provide 
the experience of what it will feel like if 

(when) you come out of an IK. Your 
guides will provide training in how to  

maneuver the IKs and will describe stan-
dard whitewater features and jargon.   



ALL PADDLE TRIPS: Three Paddle Boats, No Inflatable Kayaks  
If your trip is an All-Paddle trip, then there will be three 14’ paddle boats, ensuring that you may paddle every 

day, but no inflatable kayaks. There will also be four oar boats which carry gear only and no passengers.  With 
three teams of six paddlers, the All Paddle trips are our highest energy trips.   

BOATS—ALL PADDLE TRIPS 

In the morning, a blow on the conch shell announces coffee is ready. Pack up your sleep kit and clothing dry bag; re-organize your 
day gear. After breakfast, the process of putting camp away begins with calls such as, “Last call for juice,” “Last call for trash,” and 
“May I have the tent bag?” Next, the boats are reloaded with everyone’s help.  Choose a boat for the day as you get ready to embark 

on another glorious day of boating in Grand Canyon. 

Generally, you will be in the boats about half of each day and will make several stops: lunch, side canyon hikes, interpretive talks, and 
frequent “bathroom” breaks. You may hike once a day or do up to three shorter hikes in a day. Your guides will offer interpretive infor-
mation about the Canyon’s natural and cultural features in a variety of settings, including while hiking, when stopping at an attraction 
site, while in camp, and while on the boat as you pass significant features. Dine by the river at a new campsite each night.  Your Trip 

Leader will provide a nightly talk covering the next day’s logistics.  Camp under the stars. 
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A TYPICAL DAY 

WEATHER & TEMPERATURES 

The river water temperature is  

ICE COLD (50-55o F)  

The weather on your trip may vary between hot and cold several times a day.   
The ICE COLD water is a big factor in body temperature as even the smallest waves will give you a soaking.   

 

Average Temperatures  
April/May: Days 70-90oF (21-32ºC) / Nights 50-60oF (10-15ºC)  
            
September/October:  Days 70-90oF (21-32ºC) / Nights 50-60oF (10-15ºC) 
 

Typical Weather Conditions  
It  can rain in any month, or conversely, be arid and cloudless.  
 

Clouds and/or rain can cause the temperature in the Canyon's desert environment to plummet at any time of year, but especially in 
the spring and fall.   
 

Windy conditions can be common in April and May; winds typically come and go throughout a springtime trip. The winds can be help-
ful in keeping overall temperatures from getting too high.  

Be prepared for variable temperatures  

and variable weather conditions;  

see our packing list on Page 4   



Camp Set-up  
When you reach your camp site in the afternoon, the entire group works together with 
the guides to unload the boats and set up camp before individuals go off to seek their 
ideal sleep site. All the kitchen equipment, the toilet, and everybody’s two blue dry 
bags have to come off the boats.  Most campsites are spacious, soft, beautiful 
beaches with ample potential sleep spots. The kitchen is the center of activity in 
camp! Your guides will do all the meal preparation, but we welcome your company 
and involvement in the fun. This is also a good time for reading or relaxing and social-
izing in your camp area or by the water’s edge. Our on-river library consists of 10-12 
Grand Canyon/Colorado Plateau related reference and history books. The library is 
placed in camp each night and is available for use throughout the trip. We use a 
conch shell to announce coffee and breakfast in the morning, appetizers and dinner in 
the evening. Before retiring to your sleeping bag and tent, note where the kitchen and 
the toilet are being set up, so that you don’t set your camp too near either one, and so 
that you’ll be able to find the toilet in the dark.  Human waste is carried out with us. 
Cat holes are prohibited; instead, a container with toilet seat is used for solid waste. 
Liquid waste (urine) goes directly into the river during the day; a separate container is 
used in camp.  

Drinking Water  

The water filtration system will be set up near the kitchen. The system consists of a Vital 
Water Products electric water filter, several buckets of river water, and all the empty wa-
ter jugs to filter water into.  Each water jug is also treated with a small amount of chlorine 
to kill viruses that the filter does not capture—tasteless, but essential for your health.  
 

Sanitation/First Aid 
Sanitary practices are important on the river to prevent the spread of infectious agents. 
We set up hand-washing stations in the kitchen and near the toilet. It is very important to 
wash and sanitize your hands before you handle any food, and every time you use the 
toilet. If you need a band-aid for a minor cut, or an aspirin or ibuprofen, we keep a first-
aid kit in the kitchen. You may help yourself to whatever you need from this kit. Consult 
your guides for more serious matters; additional first aid supplies are stored in a series of kits designed in accordance with wilderness 
first responder protocols.  
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Minimum Impact Camping   
To minimize impacts associated with river trips using the river, beach, and backcountry environs of Grand Canyon, we have designed 
and adopted tools and procedures related to camping, food preparation, cooking, clean-up, site visitation and side canyon hiking. Fol-
lowing minimum impact procedures, as a group, is critical to the health of the Canyon. We follow the “leave only footprints, take only 
photos” camping philosophy, even down to picking up the small trash that falls under the kitchen tables.  

 CAMPING IN GRAND CANYON 



Most hikes include some scrambling and moves 
that may require guide assistance with spotting, 
hand and foot hold advice, and verbal encourage-
ment. Hikes are set at a pace to challenge people 
who are in good condition: a fast pace with a limited 
amount of time set for the complete hike. On most 
hikes, you can tailor the hike to your needs by going at 
a slower pace and not doing the entire hike, or choos-
ing to skip the hike and remain with the boats while 
the rest of the group is hiking.   

Hiking in Grand Canyon is very strenuous, perhaps best described as “off-trail”.  

 

All hikes go steeply uphill from the river corridor over uneven and often difficult terrain. 

Last Day 
You will arrive at the Diamond Creek take-out in the morning of your last day. Here we will unload the boats (the last time we get to do 
this all together) and load everything, including the boats, into our equipment truck. After the loading, we’ll have a delicious, fresh 
brunch at Diamond Creek; then board the bus for the ride back to Flagstaff. We routinely stop at a renowned ice-cream stand for 
treats and a bathroom stop on the way. You may want to bring a small amount of cash with you for purchases there, as they only ac-
cept cash. We usually arrive in Flagstaff about mid-afternoon, but we caution you not to make your travel plans for the same day, as 
we cannot guarantee what time we’ll return to Flagstaff.  
 

When you arrive back at the DoubleTree, our hostess will greet you with your luggage and room key. Our Canyon Wren retail items 
will be available for those wishing to puchase T-shirts and books.  After enjoying one or more baths/showers, most trips choose to re-
group at a local restaurant for one last dinner together. 
 

Post-trip Address List 
You’ll receive a list of trip participants’ and guides’ mailing and e-mail addresses immediately after your trip. The “information correc-
tion form” will arrive in your final packet five months prior to your trip and provides your contact and other important information that 
we have compiled for your river trip. Please take a minute to review/correct the information in order to minimize incorrect information 
on the address list.  
 

Guide Gratuities 
Guiding is a service industry and tips are greatly appreciated by your guides. Tip amounts vary depending on trip length, group size, 
satisfaction, etc., but 10% of your trip fare is average. Cash or checks (made out to your Trip Leader) may be given directly to your 
Trip Leader at the end of your trip, during the post trip dinner in Flagstaff, or mailed to him/her after you return home. 
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Hiking is a major focus of our trips, and we hike most every day from 1–5 hours. You’ll need to be in good to excellent physical 
condition. The hikes vary in length and level of difficulty: some hikes are hot and dry while others are cool and shady. Many hikes are 
not on trails; some are up creek beds, and others meander over the desert floor with the towering canyon walls as their only bounds. 
Each hike is unique in its adventure offerings: one may lead you to ancient Indian ruins and the next may take you through rock nar-
rows to swimming holes and waterfalls.  Some hikes begin at camp, others involve boating to reach the hiking area.  You may spend 
all day hiking one day and make up river miles another day or over several days.  When we stop for a hike, there will be time to dis-
embark as a group, access shoe storage bags, refill water bottles, and grab daypacks before setting off.    

 SIDE CANYON HIKING 

 AT TRIP’S END 



800 654 0723  *  rivertrips@canyonexplorations.com 


